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Register Now for ICANN64!
Registration is now open for the ICANN64 Community Forum in
Kobe, Japan. The Public Meeting will be held from 9-14 March
2019. Register now, here.

EPDP Team Makes Significant Progress at
ICANN63
The Expedited Policy Development Process (EPDP) Team on
the Temporary Specification for gTLD Registration Data worked
hard during ICANN63 and held sessions nearly every day in
Barcelona. In following its draft work plan, the EPDP Team's
primary goal was to finalize recommendations for its Initial
Report. The EPDP Team presented an overview of the team's
composition, scope, progress, working methodology, and
expected next steps in relation to the publication of the Initial
Report, which will be published shortly.
Watch an interview with the EPDP Leadership Team to learn more.

FY18 ICANN Annual Report and Audited
Financials Now Available
The FY18 ICANN Annual Report has been published and is
available, here.

The Audited Financials are also now available, here.

ICANN President & CEO Göran Marby
Announces Deputies
Göran Marby, ICANN President & CEO
I am pleased to announce that I have appointed John Jeffrey,
General Counsel and Secretary, and Theresa Swinehart, Senior
Vice President, Multistakeholder Strategy and Strategic
Initiatives, to serve as my deputies.
Continue reading Göran's blog, here.

ICANN Turns 20!
ICANN celebrated its 20th anniversary at ICANN63. A special
ICANN@20 Years session and cocktail celebration were held
during the meeting.
Check out the photos from these events and other ICANN63
photos on our Flickr page, here.

ICANN Recognizes Community Leaders
While in Barcelona, ICANN recognized the contributions of 44
community leaders during ICANN63. The ICANN community
develops and refines policies to ensure the security, stability,
and resiliency of the global Internet. The ICANN organization is
proud to facilitate this work and to celebrate the contributions of
ICANN's community leaders.
See the full list of community leaders and read the
announcement, here.

LACRALO New Leadership
We want to express our sincere thanks to Maritza Aguero Minano (Peru) and Humberto Carrasco (Chile)

for their leadership, commitment and hard work in the past 3 years at the head of the Latin American and
Caribbean (LAC) At-large Organization. We also want to congratulate Sergio Salinas Porto (Argentina)
and Harold Arcos (Venezuela) who will now lead the regional organization in promoting the Latin American
and Caribbean users' participation in ICANN's policy development processes.

ICANN Publishes First Series on PDP
Experiences
During ICANN63, ICANN published the first edition of the series
PDP Experiences - Latin America and the Caribbean 2018
series. We invite you to read your colleagues' stories and
anecdotes about the policy development process (PDP) at
ICANN and its importance for the LAC region. This publication is
a new initiative to highlight the importance of LAC member
participation in PDPs and to encourage more involvement from
the LAC region. It was presented during the LAC session on PDPs at ICANN63, where regional
community members discussed views, shared information and debated different PDP processes.
Access the publication in English, Spanish, Portuguese and French, here.

Watch all of the videos from ICANN63 in
Barcelona on our YouTube playlist.
Videos include opening ceremony
remarks, interviews with community
members, and updates on key issues.

